Development and implementation of high density occupied spaces grid generation with complex geometry used in thermal acoustical study
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ABSTRACT
In this study an integrated software, that is used in the evaluation of thermal acoustic phenomena in high density occupied spaces with complex geometry, as sitting rooms, classrooms, auditoriums, is made. In the thermal component the software evaluates the internal airflow and the occupants’ thermo-physiology, and in the acoustical component the software evaluates the direct and indirect sound. In this paper the grid generation theory of a space with high occupation is made. The surrounding space surfaces and the external occupants’ surfaces geometry, using geometric equations, are applied. The space geometry and, in special, the occupants’ geometry grid generation around the body, are presented. The software develops three grid generations: one to the Computational Fluids Dynamics, other to the radiative heat exchanges and another to the Sound Propagation. In the application, the space geometry is made using a computer aid design, while the occupants’ are made using geometry equations. In this preliminary study, after being presented the grid generation details, sitting room internal thermal airflow field, the occupants’ thermal distribution and the space reverberation time is also evaluated and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The integral evaluation of buildings or vehicles occupants’ comfort was developed during several years. Acoustics, thermal, vibrations, indoor air quality and other topics were analyzed previously, as example, by Silva (1) and Conceição and Lúcio (2).

In the first one, Silva (1), in the case of passengers in vehicles, the evaluation of thermal environment and indoor air quality was evaluated. In this study the main topics considered are the temperature, air quality, noise, vibration, lighting and ergonomics.

In Conceição and Lúcio (2) two numerical models that simulate the human body biomechanical and the occupant thermal responses were presented. The first model is used in the vibration in the human body with stimuli in the feet and hands, while in the second model is used the evaluation of local thermal discomfort level, that an occupant feels, when is subjected to a turbulent airflow. These models, that work in transient conditions, evaluate the vibrations in different human body sections and the thermal sensation level that an occupant is subjected inside a compartment with non-uniform environmental conditions. The integration of the equation system, used in the models, is performed by a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method with error control.

In this paper the thermal acoustic topic, that involves the thermal component and the acoustic component, is analyzed in detail. The grid generation, used to obtain the thermal acoustic evaluation
and an application example, using a space with high occupation level, is made.

The thermal component, that involves the airflow topology and the occupant thermo-physiology, was developed by several authors. Conceição et al. (3, 4) developed one software that simulates turbulent airflow inside a space and around the occupants, while Conceição et al. (5, 6, 7) developed a numerical software that simulates the Human Thermal Response and evaluates the human thermal comfort and the human thermal discomfort levels.

The sound propagation, in indoor spaces, is function not only the internal geometry, but also the internal temperature level. The evaluation of sound propagation can be made numerically or experimentally. However, in this paper only the numerical component is developed (see also 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).

In the numerical software, using a coupling of three numerical models is important to consider all physical spaces and physical phenomena details. The physical space is guaranteed using the grid generation, while the thermal and acoustical physical phenomena are obtained using numerical equations.

In the surrounding and internal geometry, related with the physical domain, are considered all internal bodies and the internal occupants. The internal bodies, seat, tables, ducts and other details are considered.

The internal air temperature field, that is used to evaluate the occupants' comfort and influences the sound propagation, is function to the internal surfaces temperature and internal airflow. The internal surfaces temperature are function to the internal air temperature (convection) and the heat exchanges by radiation to the other surrounding surfaces, while the internal airflow is function to the internal surfaces, as occupants, seat, table and other interior bodies, and the internal air renovation.

Thus, in order to evaluate the thermal acoustic phenomena that the occupants are subjected is important to evaluate the occupants’ thermal phenomena, the internal airflow and the sound propagation. In order to evaluate these three phenomena is important to evaluate three grid generation: one for the occupants’ thermal response, used to evaluate the thermal comfort level (14), other for the internal airflow, used to evaluate the Draught Risk and indoor air quality (14), and other for the internal acoustics, used to evaluate the reverberation time (15).

2. NUMERICAL MODEL

2.1 Integral and Differential Coupling Numerical Model

In this paper the integral and differential coupling numerical models are developed and applied. In the integral numerical models the Human Thermal Response and Sound Propagation are used, while in the differential numerical model the Computational Fluids Dynamics is used.

The Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model evaluates the environmental thermal variables around the occupants and these variables are used as input data in the human thermal comfort numerical model. The Human Thermal Response numerical model evaluated the occupants and clothing thermal variables and these variables are used as input data in the Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model. In the numerical simulation these two numerical models are applied and used an iterative method. The Sound Propagation numerical model uses the air temperature level, inside the experimental chamber and around the senior occupants, calculated by the Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model, in the sound velocity propagation evaluation.

2.2 Computational Fluids Dynamics

The Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model evaluates the air temperature, air velocity and carbon dioxide concentration around the occupant. This numerical model is based in Navier-Stokes differential equations in Cartesian coordinates and works in steady-state conditions and in non-isothermal conditions. In the turbulence simulation, in accordance with Conceição et al (3, 4), is applied the RNG model. This numerical model evaluates the airflow around the occupants, the draught risk (based in empirical models) and the air quality level.

2.3 Human Thermal Response

The Human Thermal Response numerical model evaluates the body temperature, the clothing
temperature, the skin water vapor, the clothing water vapor and the thermal comfort level. The Human Thermal Response numerical model, in accordance with Conceição et al (5, 6, 7), based in mass and energy integral equations, works in transient conditions and simulates simultaneously a group of persons. The body is divided in 24 cylindrical and 1 spherical elements. Each element is divided in core, muscle, fat and skin layers and could be protected from external environment using clothing layers.

2.4 Sound Propagation

The integral Sound Propagation numerical model is based in geometric methods and mathematic models. The acoustical geometric methods developed graphically the path between the source and the receiver, considering the multi reflections, diffractions and refractions at surfaces of the occupied room, using an image source method. This ray tracing method find the reverberation paths between the source and the receiver. This numerical model, between other variables, in this work, is used to evaluate the reverberation time.

3. GRID GENERATION

3.1 Case Studied

In this study simulations are performed, in summer conditions, in a virtual chamber with dimensions of 4.50×2.55×2.50 m³, equipped with 2 tables, 16 chairs, 2 exhaust diffusers, 4 vertical inlet ducts and 8 horizontal transport ducts. The virtual chamber has an occupancy of 16 senior people.

In the exhaust diffusers are considered two air ducts, located the 1.70 m from the ground, connected to the ceiling and centred for each tables. This philosophy improves the thermal comfort and air quality and reduces the risk of disease transmission.

The vertical ducts systems are equipped with consecutive holes, that promote horizontal jets at low air velocity, in order to promote low Draught Risk. The four vertical ducts are located in the corners of the compartment with 0.15 m in diameter and promote the airflow near the walls. The holes are placed from a height of 0.15 m to 1.70 m, width a diameter 0.05 m. The horizontal ducts are located on the floor and on the ceiling of the chamber, and are used to transport the airflow to the vertical ducts.

In this simulation the external air temperature is 28 ºC, the inlet air temperature is 25 ºC, the renovation airflow is 0.16 m³/s and the cooling power is 477.75 W. In the numerical sound propagation simulation the surface absorption coefficient 20 % is considered.

In this numerical simulation, with 1.2 met. of activity level and 0.5 clo. (short-sleeved shirt, shorts and shoes) of clothing level, are evaluate the air velocity flow, air temperature flow, skin and clothing human body temperature, thermal comfort level and reverberation time.

3.2 Computational Fluids Dynamics

The Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model is based in boxes with 5 cm of dimension. In the present situation a grid box is made by 90×51×50 units, with a total of 229500 boxes. The boxes input, related interior bodies, like tables, desks, vertical ventilation ducts systems and horizontal ducts, is made using a computer aid design software, while the occupants’ presence is made numerically using equations after an occupant location is identified.

In figure 1 is presented the grid generation used in the Computational Fluids Dynamics, while in figures 2 and 3 are presented the details of indoor bodies and occupants. Figure 2 presents the details of the grid generation in one of the two desks occupied by eight seniors used in the Computational Fluids Dynamics, while in figure 3 is presented the details of the grid generation in the desk a), seat b) and occupants c) used in the Computational Fluids Dynamics.

The boundary elements used in the Human Thermal Response numerical model and in the Sound Propagation numerical model is build using the Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model. In the first one only the interior bodies, like desks, seats, vertical ventilation ducts systems and horizontal ducts are developed, while in the second one the desks, seats, vertical ventilation ducts systems, horizontal ducts and occupants are developed. In the first one also the seniors’ locations are necessary to export.
Figure 1 – Grid generation in the sitting room occupied by the 16 seniors used in the Computational Fluids Dynamics.

Figure 2 – Details of the grid generation in the one of the two desks occupied by eight seniors used in the Computational Fluids Dynamics.

Figure 3 – Details of the grid generation in the desk a), seat b) and occupants c) used in the Computational Fluids Dynamics.
3.3 Human Thermal Response (HTR)

In the Human Thermal Response numerical model the grid generation is based in surfaces. The boundary element surfaces, namely the interior bodies like desks, seats, vertical ventilation ducts systems and horizontal ducts are exported from the Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model. The grid generation, developed inside all the boundary elements, is used to evaluate the heat exchanges between the occupants and the surrounding surfaces and the incident solar radiation. The grid generation around the occupants, using cylinders and sphere, with the location exported from the Computational Fluids Dynamics, is promoted using geometric equations. In these simulations are considered 34428 boundary surfaces and in the 16 occupants, divided in 25 elements, are considered 64 boundary elements (total of 25600 boundary elements).

In figure 4 the boundary elements mesh in the sitting room occupied by the 16 seniors used in the Human Thermal Response is present, in figure 5 the boundary element mesh in the one of the two desks occupied by eight seniors used in the Human Thermal Response is shown, while in figure 6 the boundary element mesh in the desk and in the occupants, used in the Human Thermal Response, is presented.

Figure 4 – Boundary elements mesh in the sitting room occupied by the 16 seniors used in the Human Thermal Response.

Figure 5 – Boundary elements mesh in the one of the two desks occupied by eight seniors used in the Human Thermal Response.
3.4 Sound Propagation (SP)

The Sound Propagation numerical model grid generation is based in surfaces. The boundary elements surfaces, namely the interior bodies like desks, seats, vertical ventilation ducts systems, horizontal ducts and occupants are exported from the Computational Fluids Dynamics numerical model. The Sound Propagation numerical model, before calculate the sound path, group the boundary elements surfaces in order to obtain a simplified geometrical model. In the present situations, using boundary surfaces, are considered 2332 boundary elements surfaces.

Figure 7 show the boundary elements mesh in the sitting room occupied by the 16 seniors used in the sound propagation, figure 8 presents the boundary elements mesh in one of the two desks occupied by eight seniors used in the sound propagation and the figure 9 show the boundary elements mesh in the desk, seat and seniors used in the sound propagation.

Figure 6 – Boundary elements mesh in the desk a) and occupants b) used in the Human Thermal Response.

Figure 7 – Boundary elements mesh in the sitting room occupied by the 16 seniors used in the Sound Propagation.

Figure 8 – Boundary Elements mesh in one of the two desks occupied by eight seniors used in the Sound Propagation.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Computational Fluids Dynamics

Figure 10 shows the transversal vertical air temperature and velocity fields calculated by the Computational Fluids Dynamics and figure 11 shows the longitudinal vertical air temperature and velocity fields calculated by the Computational Fluids Dynamics. The figures a) are associated with the air temperature level, while figures b) are associated with the air velocity level.

Figure 10 – Transversal vertical air temperature a) and velocity b) fields calculated by the Computational Fluids Dynamics.

Figure 11 – Longitudinal vertical air temperature a) and velocity b) fields calculated by the Computational Fluids Dynamics.
In accordance with the obtained results, the air temperature presents highest values around the occupation and in the wall area. The air velocity is highest in the inlet and wall area and lowest and relatively uniform in the occupied area.

4.2 Human Thermal Response

In figure 12 is presented the distribution of skin temperature around the 16 seniors and in figure 13 is presented the distribution of clothing temperature around the 16 seniors, calculated by the Human Thermal Response numerical model.

Figure 12 – Distribution of skin temperature around the 16 seniors’ sections.

Figure 13 – Distribution of clothing temperature around the 16 seniors’ sections.
The clothed senior body section presents higher skin temperature levels. The clothing level temperature is higher in the lower body seniors section than in the upper body seniors section. The clothing temperature level is lower than the skin temperature level.

The mean Predicted Percentage of Discomfort, by warm thermal conditions, that the occupants are subjected, is 65.27%. This value, in accordance with the obtained values, change between 64.32% and 66.55%. Thus, this ventilation system guarantees, in accordance with the obtained results, uniform thermal conditions to the occupants.

### 4.3 Sound propagation

In the sound propagation, presented in this section, is considered a sound impulse in the source and the monitoring in the receiver. As source was considered the mouth of the 16 seniors occupants, while as receiver as considered the right and left ear of the 16 seniors occupants.

Figure 14 show the sound propagation paths from a source to a receiver. The figure a) represents the direct and first reflections path, while the figure b) represents the direct, first and second reflections paths. In the figure 14 a) are presented 1013 paths and in the figure 14 b) are presented 3357 paths.

![Figure 14](image)

In figure 15, as example, is presented the philosophy used in the calculation of the reverberation time, when the source is located in the senior occupant (5) mouth (occupant seated in the first table and located between the two tables) and the receiver is located in the senior occupant (6) ears (occupant seated in the first table and located between the two tables). The two occupants are seated side by side.

The reverberation time is calculated numerically using a regression of the sound intensity level evolution, using an exponential equation, when the receiver is located in the left and right ears. Thus, the reverberation time is calculated, for the left and right ears, using the necessary time to decay 60 dB from the beginning of the test.

In figure 16 the reverberation time calculation when the source is located in the mouth of 16 occupants and the receiver is located in the ears of other 15 occupants are presented. The figure a) is associated to the receiver located in the left ear, while the figure a) is associated to the receiver located in the right ear.

The calculated reverberation time changes slightly during the occupation space and changes with the considered source and receiver. The calculated reverberation time changes between 0.028865 s and 0.79383 s, for the left ear, and changes between 0.028067 s and 0.78634 s, for the right ear. The mean reverberation time for the left ear is 0.53223 s, while for the right ear is 0.53289 s.

In accordance with (15) the suggested reverberation time, used as reference a furnished and non-occupied school space, is lower than 0.454s.

The calculated reverberation time is near the suggested value, however, in order to improve the calculated value is suggested to consider more reflection path in the simulation.
Figure 15 – Regression of the sound intensity level evolution when the source is located in the mouth of an occupant and the receiver is located in the left and right ears of other occupant.

Figure 16a – Reverberation time calculation when the source is located in the mouth of 16 occupants and the receiver is located in the left a) and right b) ears of other 15 occupants.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study an integrated software, that is used in the evaluation of thermal acoustic phenomena in high density occupied spaces with complex geometry, as sitting rooms, classrooms, auditoriums, is made. In the application, the surrounding space and indoor geometry is made using the computer aid design, while the occupants’ are made using geometry equations. In this preliminary study, after being presented the grid generation details, sitting room internal thermal airflow field, the occupants’ thermal distribution and the space reverberation time is evaluated.

The numerical simulation is made in a virtual chamber, equipped with 2 tables, 16 chairs, 2 exhaust diffusers, 4 vertical inlet ducts and 8 horizontal transport ducts. The virtual chamber has an occupancy of 16 senior people and the simulation is made in summer conditions.

This ventilation system guarantees a low and uniform air velocity field in the occupation area and a highest air velocity field in the wall and outlet area, where no occupation is verified. The air temperature is lower in the occupation area than in the surrounding wall surface area.

In accordance with the temperature field obtained, the non-clothed senior body sections present higher skin temperature values than the clothed senior body sections temperature and this ventilation system guarantees, in general, uniform thermal conditions to the occupants.

In the reverberation time the direct, first and second reflections, with 3357 paths, are considered. The reverberation time is calculated numerically using an exponential equation regression of the sound intensity level evolution, when the source is located in the mouth and the receiver is located in the left and right ears. Thus, the reverberation time is calculated, for the left and right ears, using the necessary time to decay of 60 dB from the beginning of the test. Thus, the calculated reverberation time changes between 0,028067 s and 0,79383 s. The mean calculation reverberation time for the left ear is 0,53223 s and for the right ear is 0,53289 s, while the standard suggested reverberation time is lower than 0,454 s.

In order to increase the thermal comfort level and to reduce the air temperature level is suggested to reduce the inlet air temperature level or to increase the renovation airflow rate. And, in order to improve the calculated reverberation time value, is suggested to consider more reflection, as example, the third or fourth order, in the numerical simulation.
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